Brane model of universe is considered for mass-less particle. Conservation laws inside the brane are obtained using the symmetry properties ofthe brane. Equation of Wheeler -de Witt type is derived for mass-less particle using variation principle from these conservation laws. This equation includes term accounting the variation of brane topology. Solutions are obtained analytically at some simplifications and the dispersion relations are derived for frequency of wave associated with the particle. Keywords: brane model, mass-less particle, conservation laws, symmetry properties, Wheeler -de Witt equation, variation principle, dispersion relations.
The Klein-Gordon equation is known in quantum field theory that does not account the changes of space metrics and changes of particles behavior connected with it1. Such dynamics is describing by Einstein's equation or Brans-Dicke equation2. Wheeler-de Will equation occupies place of these equations in quantum theory that is generalization of Klein-Gordon equation for the case of general relativity theory and is valid for arbitrary Ryman space3. The approach of Wheeler- de Witt is applied to brane theory of Universe in paper4. However, the variation of brane topology is not accounted in this paper. The variation of space topology is considered in phenomenological way for quantum theory in paper5. In paper6, Wheeler-de Will equation is obtained from priori taken action for inflating brane. In present paper, we will derive equation of Wheeler-de Witt type in the framework of brane model with the account of its topology variation in universal space starting from the symmetry properties of the brane.
Let's consider interval in the space (4+ 1): ds2 =gdx1dx' -c2dt2, (1) where t is universal time. Then, we can write for action: S=mJ\Jgdxldx1_c2dt2 (2) where T is current value of universal time. Let's rewrite action in the form S=JLdt, (3) where L = jgmdmd±' -m2c2 (4) is Lagrangian.
Dynamic quantum theory of large additional dimensions
The Klein-Gordon equation is known in quantum field theory that does not account the changes of space metrics and changes of particles behavior connected with it' . Such dynamics is describing by Einstein's equation or Brans-Dicke equation2. Wheeler-de Will equation occupies place of these equations in quantum theory that is generalization of Klein-Gordon equation for the case of general relativity theory and is valid for arbitrary Ryman space3. The approach of Wheeler-de Witt is applied to brane theory of Universe in paper4. However, the variation of brane topology is not accounted in this paper. The variation of space topology is considered in phenomenological way for quantum theory in paper5. In paper6, Wheeler-de Will equation is obtained from priori taken action for inflating brane. In present paper, we will derive equation of Wheeler-de Witt type in the framework of brane model with the account of its topology variation in universal space starting from the symmetry properties of the brane.
Let's consider interval in the space (4+1): ds2 =gdx1dx' -c2dt2, (1) where t is universal time. Then, we can write for action: S=mJ\Jg!Jdxldxi_c2dt2 (2) where T is current value of universal time. Let's rewrite action in the form S=JLdt, (3) where L=Jgmd±'md±' -m2c2 (4) is Lagrangian.
If action does not depend on current value of universal time, i.e. is invariant respectively shift of universal time, then L=O, (5) and hence i I 22 gpp =mc , (6) where p' = mdi' is component of particle's energy-momentum. Another consequence of equation (6) is relation between local time dv = dx4/c and universal time that can be written in the absence of gravitational fields in the usual form7: dr=dt1-, (7) d. . . . . . In local coordinate system, V = 0 and, accordingly to equation (7), v = t + T . Therefore it is possible in the framework of special relativity theory to use space (3+1) for the consideration of inertial movement of a particle.
The evolution of three-dimensional Universe started in the model under consideration from spontaneous symmetry breaking in the space of higher (3+1) dimension8'9 (point 0, fig.1 ). Our world is three-dimensional Ryman surface (brane) immersed into this space of larger dimension in moment of time T.
Let's consider two points on brane separated by linear distance L and angular distance 9 so that L=p9. (8) The points move off each other with velocity V=9. (9) 8t
Introducing the linear velocity of brane expansion U = 8p/8t, we get V=9•U (10) At the expansion with constant rate, p=UT, (11) where T is the age of Universe. It can be shown straightforwardly using formulas (8) , (10) If action does not depend on current value of universal time, i.e. is invariant respectively shift of universal time, then L=O, (5) and hence I j 22 gpp =mc , (6) where p' = mdi' is component of particle's energy-momentum. Another consequence of equation (6) is relation between local time dv = dx4/c and universal time that can be written in the absence of gravitational fields in the usual form7: dr=dt1-, (7) c/F. In local coordinate system, V = 0 and, accordingly to equation (7), r = t + T . Therefore it is possible in the framework ofspecial relativity theory to use space (3+1) for the consideration of inertial movement ofa particle.
Let's consider two points on brane separated by linear distance L and angular distance 0 so that L=pO. (8) The points move off each other with velocity V=0. (9) Introducing the linear velocity of brane expansion U = ap/at, we get V=0U.
(10)
At the expansion with constant rate, p=UT, (11) where T is the age of Universe. It can be shown straightforwardly using formulas (8) , (10) where ç = 1/T . It means that distance between two points of Universe varies by the law of Hubble with arbitrary velocity ofbrane expansion and introduction ofabsolute time Tbeing the same for all points of brane.
Transition to inertial reference system moving with velocity V can be accomplished by rotation over the axis 0 on angle V a=arctg-, (13) since inertial reference system had passed from the beginning of Universe evolution the distance VT and brane had passed the distance UT. The considered transition can be described by operator of rotation (14) in the space of states (15) where ç = Ia, t is the time on brane. We get using formulas (14) and (15) that a=arctg-, (13) since inertial reference system had passed from the beginning of Universe evolution the distance VT and brane had passed the distance UT. The considered transition can be described by operator of rotation where çz = Ia, t is the time on brane. We get using formulas (14) and (15) 
JUt') we get from expressions (13), (16) and (17) at U C that
1-V2/c2
1_V2/c2
i.e. weLl-known Lorenz transform.
Thus, the rotation transform in the space with infinite additional dimensions based on Galileo's principle of absolute time leads to Lorenz's transform in brane expanding with the velocity of light c that can be called in whole as Lorenz-Galileo transform.
The value p1p' conserves at Lorenz-Galileo transform, where p. is four-dimensional energy-momentum of a particle that can be written in the case ofmass-less particle us PiP1=o. Let's consider non-mass particle in the three-dimensional Ryman space (brane) immersed in Deckard spacetime of higher dimension. Such brane can be shown schematically by curvilinear axis x in the moment of time t ( fig.   1 ). With that, the momentum of particle 5 is directed along the brane. The direction of momentum 5 does not coincide already with the direction of curvilinear axis x' of a brane. Therefore the momentum of particle directed along the axis x' is defined due to affine connection of space-time according rules of covariant differentiation for fulfilling complete functional variation Ap = p'(x')-p(x')+ p(x')-p(x)= Sp + dp by the following relation: Thus, the rotation transform in the space with infinite additional dimensions based on Galileo's principle of absolute time leads to Lorenz's transform in brane expanding with the velocity of light c that can be called in whole as Lorenz-Galileo transform.
The value pip' conserves at Lorenz-Galileo transform, where p. is four-dimensional energy-momentum of a particle that can be written in the case ofmass-less particle us pipI=o. Let's consider non-mass particle in the three-dimensional Ryman space (brane) immersed in Deckard spacetime of higher dimension. Such brane can be shown schematically by curvilinear axis x in the moment of time t ( fig.   1 ). With that, the momentum of particle 5 is directed along the brane. The direction of momentum 5 does not coincide already with the direction of curvilinear axis x' of a brane. Therefore the momentum of particle directed along the axis x' is defined due to affine connection of space-time according rules of covariant differentiation for fulfilling complete functional variation Ap = p'(x')-p(x')+ p(x')-p(x)= öp + dp by the following relation:
where ax' = x" -x' t (x')= (x)+ dp + 8p1, SPi = Pij'u8X, is scalar curvature, 69 is the variation of additional coordinate, 81T' ai:'
is Richey's tensor, P0 gUP0,
is scalar operator, jO =v1(g10R)+R10.
The first two terms in the left side of equation (27) The first two terms in the left side of equation (27) Apparently it is valid when a does not depend on coordinate and time. when a = = 0 , we have the usual dispersion relation a=y=O.
and for phase velocity ofnon-massive particles space curvature leads to the frequency shift according the formula w = -j w0 -ac that gives the possibility for verification of developed model when curvature varies at the influence of gravitational waves. E E(k) Figure 3 . Energy of moving particle E(k)=ck.
